NARCISSISTIC FAMILY SYSTEMS
PART TWO HOW TO HEAL

BREAKING THROUGH TO HEALING
• We can break hegemony but its not as simple as just changing your behaviour.
• These beliefs have been trained into you if you live with a narcissist and
embedded deeply in your unconscious if you were raised by a narcissistic.

• There is a way but first lets look at what exactly needs to be broken – how
does healing occur and what happens if you just try to change your behaviour
and act like you don’t care about these unspoken rules.

THREE SYSTEMS

• Conscious – change our behaviour. Try hard.
• Subconscious – Working through trauma
• Body – somatisation and trauma release at a cellular
and biochemical level.

• World interactions – Changing worldview and social
responses to power through hegemonic insights.

• Social – relearning new patterns

ICE BERG – LAYERS OF THE PSYCHE AND
CONSCIOUS
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WHY YOU GET TIRED
•
•

You are fighting against a whole power system held in place by hegemony.

•

You have to remain conscious of your behaviour and push yourself to over ride all the
other forces working against you. This only works when you are not tired.

•

It is good to resist habits and thoughts which harm you but not good to use conscious
trying hard techniques alone. You need to also address the psychie and the
social/worldview levels.

You are also fighting against your own subconscious which is trying to re-enact things
it has not processed yet.

THE PSYCHE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stores things as symbols and metaphors which are stories with lots of symbols.
Doesn’t use logic.
Uses a filing system of commonality of emotions NOT TIME.
Anything which overwhelms us mean we cant process it. This is one definition of trauma.
What is stored in out subconscious and unconscious unprocessed pushes to the top to be processed.
We act out of our subconscious as soon as we are not aware of what we are doing eg study on
racism where people learnt all the right behaviours but then did the wrong thing when asked to
multi task because they couldn’t remain 100% conscious of what they were answering while
multitasking.

• If we cant process something, our subconscious pushed that thing to the surface and drives our
behaviour to keep re-enacting it to try and process it.

FREUD’S RE-ENACTMENT THEORY
•

If we cant process something in the psyche we tend to re-create it in our lives over
and over ie recreate situations which have similar feelings or attract people with
similar behaviours again and again.

•

Our psyche is trying to process this by re-enacting it and getting a better result.

•

The problem is we often don’t have the resources to get a better result because we
are working with the same hegemony and skills we had before. So we don’t get a
better result.

CHANGE AND TRANSFORMATION
• Using the consciousness will allow for change which will last until you are too
tired to continue with it.

• Change works on a conscious level.
• This may be a few hours to a few decades.
• Change means you are changing things from the outside and from the
conscious by trying hard.

• Transformation means you are changing things deep deep in the subconscious
and unconscious parts of the psyche which will change the drive of the
behaviour by processing the overwhelm or trauma so it stops trying to be
reenacted.

TRAUMA
• Is held in the psyche as unprocessed experiences physiological and
psychological content.

